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The iPad is a consumer tablet that's found its way into the hands of 
many individuals who use Augmentative and Alternative Communication 
(AAC). If you are a parent or a professional, and your child can access a 
touch screen, an iPad is a valid consideration.  

There are some myths and misconceptions regarding the use of an iPad 
for AAC, so if you (or your evaluator) are ruling it out, make sure it's for 
a well-informed reason! Here are some of the reasons you might hear: 

•"An iPad is an entertainment device, not a dedicated 
communication device."  

•Actually: An iPad can be locked into an AAC app and dedicated 
to communication. For thousands of people using AAC, the iPad is 
most certainly a communication device.  

• "iPad apps don't have support." 

• Actually: There is considerable online support for apps including videos and Facebook 
Users Groups. Speak for Yourself provides phone support as well. 
• "iPads are not covered by insurance." 
• Actually: Companies are bundling an iPad, AAC app and case and insurance IS paying 

for it. 

• "Dedicated devices are more durable." 

• Actually: There are many durable cases that protect the iPad from falls, scratches and 
even water.  
• "If your iPad breaks, you're out of luck. iPads don't have warranties." 

• Actually: For about $100 more, an Apple Care warranty guarantees your iPad for two 
years for everything except theft (which is true of any device warranty). If it's not 
able to be fixed, a new iPad is provided immediately. 

• "Dedicated devices have capabilities that the iPad doesn't."  

• Actually: The features are functions of the software and depend on the app. iPads are 
consumer tablets designed for large scale public use. Consistency, reliability, battery 
life and processor speed are important to everyone, but are critical to individuals who 
use AAC. 

For some AAC users, the iPad is clearly not an option right now. It's generally not an option for 
individuals who face extremely complex physical access challenges...yet. These groups include:

• Individuals who need eye gaze access 

• Individuals who are successfully communicating using a system of switch access that is 
unavailable on an iPad. 

• Individuals who use their device for environmental controls. 
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